
Amira & Hamza: The War to Save the Worlds
by Samira Ahmed
When two siblings unintentionally activate an
ancient artifact during a rare eclipse, time stands
still. They discover they have been prophesized
to defeat a demon from Islamic folklore and save
Earth and a parallel world.

The Wizards of Once
by Cressida Cowell
Xar, Prince of Wizards, has no magic. Wish, the
Warrior Queen's daughter, has no interest in her
clan's ways. When they join forces to pursue a
deadly witch, the result is a fun and action-filled
adventure. (series)

The School Between Winter and Fairyland
by Heather Fawcett
Autumn, a young beastkeeper at a magical
school, befriends Cai, a student foretold to destroy
the dragon that seemingly devoured Autumn’s twin
brother. They discover truths about themselves
and the evil secrets of Inglenook School.

Maya and the Rising Dark
by Rena Barron
Weird things are happening in Maya's neighbor-
hood, and suddenly Papa's stories of creatures
from African folklore don't seem all that far-
fetched. When he disappears, she discovers
astounding (and magical) truths along with loads
of danger. (series)

Forest of Wonders
by Linda Sue Park
Raffa, a talented apprentice, concocts a cure for
an injured bat from a vine found deep in the forest
with incredible (talking animals!)—and perhaps
undesirable—results. (series)

Time Villains
by Victor Piñeiro
When a homework assignment (invite three
historical figures to a dinner party) and a magic table
add up to the infamous Blackbeard being
summoned in the flesh, Javi will need help from
friends to save the day. (series)

The Familiars
by Adam Jay Epstein
A scrappy alley cat passes himself off as a
magical animal companion to a wizard-in-
training. When an evil queen kidnaps Jack,
Aldwyn and friends launch a rescue. (series)

Shadow Magic
by Joshua Khan
Lilith, forced to be queen after her family's tragic
deaths, is forbidden to practice magic since she is a
girl. She and new friend Thorn, a slave, break the
rules to solve the strange murders happening in the
castle. (series)

Amari and the Night Brothers
by B. B. Alston
Amari's brother has been missing so long that the
police have given up. When she receives a
mysterious package from him, the trail leads to a
secret magic organization and a good-versus-evil
battle. (Teen; series)

The Trials of Morrigan Crow
by Jessica Townsend
Morrigan, born on the unluckiest day of the year, is
blamed for all misfortunes and doomed to die on
her 11th birthday. But when a mysterious man
whisks her away to Nevermore, she gets a chance
to compete for a place in a magical society. (series)

The Troubled Girls of Dragomir Academy
by Anne Ursu
Marya’s parents believe her older brother will be
chosen to train as a sorcerer and make the family’s
fortune. When things go wrong, she is unfairly
blamed and sent off to a school for wayward girls.
With courage and help from new friends, Marya
discovers much about herself and the role of magic
in her world.
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The Dark Lord Clementine
by Sarah Jean Horwitz
When her father is cursed by a rival witch and left
helpless, Clementine, 12, must assume his duties
as Dark Lord of the realm, but begins to question
her commitment to being truly evil.

• The Uncommoners by Jennifer Bell
• Magisterium by Holly Black (Teen)
• The School for Good and Evil by Soman Chainani
• Artemis Fowl by Eoin Colfer (Teen)
• Underland Chronicles by Suzanne Collins
• The Spiderwick Chronicles by Tony DiTerlizzi
• Ranger's Apprentice by John Flanagan (Teen)
• The Chronicles of Narnia by C. S. Lewis
• His Dark Materials by Philip Pullman (Teen)
• Percy Jackson and the Olympians by Rick Riordan
• Septimus Heap by Angie Sage (Teen)
• Bartimaeus by Jonathan Stroud
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